TEAM SHELTERS
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ALUMINIUM TEAM SHELTERS

1.9m high front x 1.72m high rear x 0.9m deep, made from 50 x 50mm and 75 x 25mm aluminium, the frame is polyester powder coated white
with 10mm thick multi-wall polycarbonate top and back panels and 3mm shatter proof polycarbonate sides. The aluminium flashing provides a
neat finish and it comes complete with hardwearing PVC bench seats. Freestanding aluminium team shelters must be anchored at all times and
we recommend the use of ground anchors. All team shelters require self-assembly
SHE1002*
£2,143.64 each
Freestanding shelter 4.0m long, which can seat up to 8 people
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SHE1009*
£135.57 set
Set of anchors to secure 4.0m long shelter
SHE1003*
£2,046.00 each
Socketed shelter 2.5m long, white can seat up to 5 people, specification
as freestanding shelter but with 4 extended legs and sockets
SHE1004*
£2,339.08 each
Socketed shelter 4.0m long, white can seat up to 8 people, specification
as freestanding shelter but with 4 extended legs and sockets
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CURVED TEAM SHELTERS

2.05m high shelters which allow for full standing access, they
have a total external depth of 1.57m and an internal depth of
1.3m. Floor fixed model (anchors available separately) with
individual injection moulded polypropylene red seats.
Manufactured from 50 x 50mm bespoke aluminium extrusion
powder coated white, sides and back are 4mm thick clear
copolyester
SHE1006* 4m shelter which seats 8 people

£4,261.31 each

SHE1007* 5m shelter which seats 10 people

£4,969.00 each

SHE1008* 6m shelter which seats 12 people

£5,824.08 each

A SHE1009*		
Spirafix kit. Five anchors to secure team shelters

£135.57 set
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PANORAMIC TEAM SHELTERS

These shelters are spacious and affordable, with curved side frames
designed to improve players’ view of the pitch they are 2m high to
allow full standing access and are 1.43m deep. Manufactured from
50.8mm aluminium box section, powder coated matt black, 3mm
clear polycarbonate top sheet and side sheets and black aluminium
composite panel surrounding the lower section. These shelters are
floor fixed and must be anchored at all times
SHE1013*

2m long

£1,873.90 each

SHE1014*

4m long

£2,786.75 each

SHE1015*

6m long

£3,784.61 each

SHE1016*

Set of anchors

£292.25 set
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ORDER ONLINE AT www.universalservicesuk.co.uk
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